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Abstract The understanding of the relationship between

structure and function has always characterized biology in

general and neurobiology in particular. One such funda-

mental relationship is that between axon diameter and the

axon’s conduction velocity (ACV). Measurement of these

neuronal properties, however, requires invasive procedures

that preclude direct elucidation of this relationship in vivo.

Here we demonstrate that diffusion-based MRI is sensitive

to the fine microstructural elements of brain wiring and can

be used to quantify axon diameter in vivo. Moreover, we

demonstrate the in vivo correlation between the diameter of

an axon and its conduction velocity in the human brain.

Using AxCaliber, a novel magnetic resonance imaging

technique that enables us to estimate in vivo axon diameter

distribution (ADD) and by measuring the interhemispheric

transfer time (IHTT) by electroencephalography, we found

significant linear correlation, across a cohort of subjects,

between brain microstructure morphology (ADD) and its

physiology (ACV) in the tactile and visual sensory domains.

The ability to make a quantitative assessment of a

fundamental physiological property in the human brain from

in vivo measurements of ADD may shed new light on neu-

rological processes occurring in neuroplasticity as well as in

neurological disorders and neurodegenerative diseases.
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Introduction

Understanding the relationship between structure and

function is of fundamental interest in neuroscience. Despite

the existence of in vivo procedures to study both the

functional and the structural aspects of neural tissues, some

of these methods are invasive and complicated to perform

(Goldman and Albus 1968; Dyhrfjeld-Johnsen et al. 2007;

Bullmore and Sporns 2009).

Therefore, on the assumption that structure and function

are linked, it is tempting and not uncommon to infer one

property (function or structure) from the other, and the

exploration of functional aspects of neuronal fibers indeed

relies on structural measures of this tissue (Aboitiz et al.

1992, 2003). One such fundamental structure–function

relationship is the connection between axon conduction

velocity (ACV) and the axon’s diameter ex vivo, as studied

in excised peripheral nerves, which has been described in

several reports (Gasser and Grundfest 1939; Hursch 1939).

However, the investigation of their relationship in vivo

requires advanced noninvasive procedures for the mea-

surement of both structure and function.

Conventional ACV measurements include invasive

placement of both a transmitting electrode that stimulates

the axon and a recording electrode for detection of signal

latency in excised nerve samples (Hursch 1939; Dawson
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1956). Using this experimental setup we can calculate the

ACV by dividing the axon’s length by its signal latency.

The relationship between the axon diameter and the ACV

has also been inferred by invasive imaging with the aid of

electron microscopy or other histological procedures.

These procedures, however, are susceptible to various

artifacts through shrinkage and membrane distortion (Vir-

tanen et al. 1984), with the result that their interpretation

regarding in vivo structure or function is uncertain.

Nonetheless, based on these invasive procedures it is well-

accepted that conduction velocity in a nonmyelinated axon

is proportional to the square root of the axon’s diameter

while in a myelinated axon its conduction velocity and its

diameter are directly correlated (Ritchie 1982). However,

neither of these statements has been verified in vivo in the

human brain.

During the last century, numerous studies of excised

tissues were devoted to ACV research with the aim of

understanding the relationship of ACV to neuroanatomy

and morphology, neurophysiology and behavior (Gasser

and Grundfest 1939; Hursch 1939; Ritchie 1982; Harper

and Lawson 1985). In clinical practice, ACV measurement

has served as a supporting diagnostic test for many neu-

rological disorders and diseases, such as multiple sclerosis

and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (McDonald 1974; Cowan

et al. 1984; Snooks and Swash 1985; Cornblath et al.

1992). ACV measurement has also been utilized in the

attempt to understand mechanisms of information transfer

in the healthy brain, and specifically its role in cognition,

neuroplasticity and behavior (e.g. reaction time) (Reed and

Jensen 1992; Fields 2008). However, noninvasive methods

for measuring axon diameter have only recently been

developed (Assaf et al. 2008; Alexander et al. 2010).

AxCaliber, a novel diffusion-based magnetic resonance

imaging technique, was the first method that enabled users to

directly explore the microstructural properties of white

matter fascicles and to estimate the axon diameter distribu-

tion (ADD) (Assaf et al. 2008). The AxCaliber modality

analyzes a series of diffusion-weighted images (DWIs) that

measure the displacement of water molecules. In biological

tissues, such displacement is influenced by the geometric

structure of the environment as reflected by hindered or

restricted diffusion (Assaf et al. 2004; Assaf and Basser

2005). In axons, water diffusion is influenced by the axonal

membrane (Assaf et al. 2008). By measuring the water dif-

fusion over various time scales (i.e., diffusion times), we can

feasibly compute the proportion of axons with specific

diameters. This method was recently validated by the high

correlations observed between the ADD measured by Ax-

Caliber and the ADD values obtained ex vivo in tissue

samples (Assaf et al. 2008) and in vivo in rodent brains

(Barazany et al. 2009).

The present study had two aims: to characterize the

ADD of the corpus callosum in humans, and to examine the

relationship between the structural and functional proper-

ties of its axons. In particular, we exploited the ability of

AxCaliber to measure the ADD in order to study the

relationship between ADD and ACV in the human brain

in vivo by examining the correlation between measure-

ments obtained by MRI and by electroencephalography

(EEG). The latter technique was used to measure visual

and tactile interhemispheric transfer time (IHTT) in the

corpus callosum of human subjects (Brown and Jee-

ves 1993; Fendrich et al. 2004). To that end, evoked rela-

ted potentials (ERPs) to randomly presented lateralized

visual/tactile stimuli in the right or left field were collected

over the contralateral and ipsilateral hemispheres (see

‘‘Methods’’). We calculated the IHTT by computing

latency differences between the ERPs of the IPSI- and

contralateral sides of both hemispheres (see ‘‘Methods’’).

To calculate the ACV we measured mean length of the

callosal fibers (using diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) fiber

tracking (Basser et al. 2000; Leemans et al. 2009) and

divided the mean fiber length (in mm) by the IHTT (ms).

This was done for two modalities, namely visual and tac-

tile. Based on the known ex vivo relationship between axon

diameter and ACV, we hypothesized that ADD is corre-

lated with ACV measures. We further hypothesized that

inter-subject variability in ADD within a certain domain

affects individual conduction velocity measures. To test

these hypotheses we adapted and optimized our AxCaliber

protocol to clinical MRI scanners and used it to compute

the ADD in the corpus callosum of human subjects. By

combining the protocol with tractography, we were able to

localize ACV and ADD measurements within specific

regions of the corpus callosum.

Methods

Subjects

The study participants were 19 healthy right-handed adults

(10 of them females), ranging in age from 18 to 30 (mean

age 24.8, SD = 3.9) with no history of psychiatric or

neurological disorders. All 19 subjects went through the

anatomical (MRI) protocol but only 15 completed the

physiological (EEG) protocol also. Vision in all partici-

pants was normal or corrected to normal and all gave their

written informed consent to participate in both MRI and

EEG protocols. In the tactile modality alone one subject

was excluded owing to failure of the DTI fiber tracking

analysis.
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Physiological tasks

In previous attempts to measure human ACV in vivo

noninvasively, EEG was used in several studies to estimate

the IHTT from ERPs (Saron and Davidson 1989; Brown

and Jeeves 1993; Nowicka et al. 1996; Moes et al. 2007).

IHTT values are obtained by collecting EEG data while

presenting visual or tactile stimuli in the right or left fields.

When a stimulus appears in the left visual or tactile field

(LVF/LTF) the latency is shorter in the right (uncrossed)

than in the left (crossed) hemisphere. When the stimulus

appears in the right visual or tactile field (RVF/RTF),

latency is shorter in the left (uncrossed) than in the right

(crossed) hemisphere. This protocol therefore enables us to

calculate, for each individual, the values of crossed and

uncrossed differences (CUD) in both directions [left to

right (CUDLR) and right to left (CUDRL)], providing a

measure of IHTT for each modality. The IHTT is then

calculated as the average of CUDRL and CUDLR. In this

study we have used the N1 component which claimed to be

related to the IHTT rather than the P1 component (Ipata

et al. 1997).

IHTT was measured as the difference in latency between

the early N1 ERP component measured between the right

and left pairs of electrodes related to the visual evoked

responses (O1/O2, PO3/PO4, PO7/PO8) for the visual tasks

and to the primary somatosensory cortex (C1/C2, C3/C4)

for the tactile tasks. When a visual/tactile stimulus

appeared in the left visual/tactile field (LVF/LTF), the

input received in the visual/somatosensory cortex was

located in the right hemisphere (uncrossed). The informa-

tion then crossed through the corpus callosum to the left

hemisphere, and the input was received in the left visual/

somatosensory cortex (crossed). The same picture, but the

other way around, was observed when a visual/tactile

stimulus appeared in the right visual/tactile field (RVF/

RTF). The IHTT was calculated by averaging the CUDRL

(LVF/LTF stimuli) and the CUDLR (RVF/RTF stimuli).

Physiological procedures

For the visual and tactile physiological tasks, subjects were

seated in a dimly lit and sound-attenuated room at a con-

trolled distance of 50 cm from the monitor. For the visual

task the stimulus was a black and white checkerboard

(5.5 9 3.7 cm) which was presented for 60 ms to the upper

left or upper right side of a fixation dot. To ensure that the

subject’s gaze was focused on the center of the screen

rather than on the stimuli, the subject was given a ‘fixation

point’ task: in each trial the subject was asked to press a

key when a fixation point with a predefined color appeared

for the third time. 400 alternating lateralized visual stimuli

were presented while the subject was concentrating on the

‘fixation point’ task (200 for each hemifield). For the tactile

task the stimulus was a light tap delivered by a tactile

stimulator to the subject’s left or right arm at the level of

the lower dorsal humerus. A ‘fixation point’ task was again

given, and the subject was asked to count, during the whole

trial, the number of appearances of a fixation point with a

predefined color. With the subject concentrating on the

‘fixation point’ task, 400 alternating lateralized tactile

stimuli were presented (200 for each hemifield).

The experiment began with a practice block to ensure

that subjects understood the task. Thereafter, four test

blocks were administered, each consisting of 100 trials,

with half presented to the RVF/RTF and half to the LVF/

LTF in randomized order. During the visual trials the

subject’s responding hand for the fixation point task was

determined and the subject was instructed to use only the

index finger when responding to the defined fixation point

color.

EEG recording and analysis

EEG data obtained during the visual and tactile tasks were

recorded from 64 active Ag/AgCl electrodes (Active Two

BioSemi System, BioSemi, Netherlands) mounted on a

flexible cap according to the extended international 10–20

system. Six additional electrodes were used: two electro-

oculogram channels were placed at the outer canthus of

each eye for monitoring horizontal eye movements; one

electrode was placed over the right eyebrow to detect blink;

one electrode was placed on the tip of the nose as a com-

mon reference channel for offline visual data analysis; and

two electrodes were placed on the right and left mastoids as

a common reference channel for offline tactile data ana-

lysis. EEG was digitized at a sampling rate of 2,048 Hz and

the impedance of each electrode was below 20 kX, and was

equalized for homologous sites. The left and right elec-

trodes used for the visual ERP analysis were O1/O2, PO3/

PO4 and PO7/PO8, which are related to visual stimuli

inputs due to their location (Andreassi et al. 1975; Saron

and Davidson 1989; Satomi et al. 1995), and the C1/C2 and

C3/C4 electrodes used for the tactile ERP were related to

lower dorsal humerus tactile stimuli inputs, due to their

location according to the human sensory homunculus.

EEG data were analyzed using EEGLAB (Delorme and

Makeig 2004). Data from each subject underwent a filtering

procedure at a bandwidth of 1.5–30 Hz. Data were seg-

mented by time-locking to stimulus onset with -150 to

500 ms epochs, where the 0 ms point was time-locked to the

stimulus onset. The data editing process included identifi-

cation and extraction of any epoch that was affected by noise

or by the subject’s blinking, eye movements, motor activity

artifacts or alpha waves. To remove other external noise

sources at the final analysis stage we used a specific band
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pass (0.1–30 Hz). Finally, to obtain ERP data, epochs were

averaged and separated for right-side and left-side presen-

tations. To compute CUD, after the abovementioned pre-

processing steps, the latency of the N1 component over the

contralateral and ipsilateral electrodes was extracted. Spe-

cifically, on presentation of a visual/tactile stimulus the

information was first transferred to the contralateral hemi-

sphere and then through the corpus callosum to the ipsilat-

eral hemisphere. The difference in mean latencies between

the contralateral and the ipsilateral evoked responses in both

directions (left to right and right to left) reflects the IHTT.

Image acquisition

Human AxCaliber experiments were performed with a 3T

(GE) MRI system. T1-weighted images were acquired with

a 3D spoiled gradient-recalled echo (SPGR) sequence with

the following parameters: up to 160 axial slices (whole brain

coverage), TR/TE = 9/3 ms, resolution 1 9 1 9 1 mm3,

scan time 4 min. In addition to the T1 scan, T2-weighted

images (TR/TE = 6500/85) and FLAIR images (TR/TE/

TI = 9000/140/2100) were obtained. The entire anatomical

data set was used for radiological screening.

Diffusion-weighted images (DWIs) were acquired with

an eight-channel head-coil and a double refocused spin-echo

diffusion-weighted echo planar imaging (DW-EPI) pulse

sequence to reduce eddy current induced artifacts(Reese

et al. 2003). We chose eleven midsagittal slices (3 mm

thick, no gaps) perpendicular to the orientation of corpus

callosum axons, where the central slice was located at the

midsagittal slice of the corpus callosum. The field of view

was 192 mm with matrix dimensions of 128 9 128 pixels,

leading to an in-plane spatial resolution of 1.5 mm2. The

minimum available diffusion gradient length (d) was 21 ms,

with various D values as follows: 28.8, 47.8, 67.8 and

87.8 ms. The TR was 6000 ms and the TE was 106.7, 112.7,

123.7 and 137.5 ms for each of the above mentioned D,

respectively. Overall, the AxCaliber data set was obtained

from 25 DWIs in a single-gradient direction (perpendicular

to the corpus callosum) and with increasing b values (up to

b = 4,000 s/mm2 in equal increments), with additional

3b = 0 images. The AxCaliber protocol lasted only

11.5 min, a clinically feasible duration (for more details

please see Supplementary Table 1).

DTI data were also acquired in the sagittal plane to ease

the registration process between the AxCaliber (DW-EPI)

and the DTI. A spin-echo diffusion-weighted echo-planar

imaging pulse sequence was performed with *70 axial

slices (covering the whole brain) at resolution of

2.1 9 2.1 9 2.1 mm3 reconstructed to 1.58 9 1.58 9

2.1 mm3 (FOV = 202 mm2 and acquisition matrix

dimension = 96 9 96 reconstructed to 128 9 128). The

scanning parameters were D/d = 33/26 ms,

TR = 15,000 ms, TE = 87.4 ms, b = 1,000 s/mm2, 30

gradient directions and an additional image with no diffu-

sion weighting (b0 image). The total scanning time (Ax-

Caliber and DTI) was 19.5 min.

AxCaliber analysis

Sagittal MRI diffusion-weighted images underwent regis-

tration and motion correction using UNDISTORT (Ben-

Amitay et al. 2012). The corpus callosum of each subject

was marked automatically. After correction, ADD was

extracted on a voxel-by-voxel basis for the corpus callosum

using AxCaliber which is generally described in the fol-

lowing equation:

E q; Dð Þ ¼ fCSFECSF q;Dð Þ þ fhEh q; Dð Þ þ frEr q; Dð Þ ð1Þ

where E(q, D) is the measured signal decay, fCSF, ECSF, fh,

and Eh are the respective volume fractions and signal

decays of the CSF and hindered compartments (extra-

axonal space), and fr and Er are, respectively, the volume

fraction and signal decay of the restricted compartment

(intra-axonal space). AxCaliber analysis, while keeping the

Dr parameter (diffusion coefficient of the restricted com-

partment) constant, fits the following parameters: DCSF

(diffusion coefficient of the CSF compartment), Dh (dif-

fusion coefficient of the hindered compartment), fCSF, fr, a
and b (c-distribution parameters representing the ADD),

and four M0 parameters (initial magnetization level for

each D). AxCaliber calculates the estimated signal decay

obtained on a pixel-by-pixel basis at different diffusion

times for a series of axon diameters weighted by a diameter

distribution function. This function, which has the shape of

c-distribution, is then optimized to provide the best fit to all

the signal decay data simultaneously. The ADD is derived

from the intra-axonal component (Er) and its weights are

given by a c function:

wi a; ai; bið Þ ¼ aai�1ea=bi

baii CðaiÞ
ð2Þ

Equation 2 describes the signal weight (wi) derived for

each pixel (i) from an axon of diameter ai. AxCaliber

analysis were performed on the exact locations on which

the fiber tracts (visual/tactile) were passing through the

corpus callosum, as obtained by fiber tracking analysis (see

below). Finally, each voxel in those locations was repre-

sented by the expected value (lADD) of its c-distribution.

Because the expected value of a c-distributed random

variable is the product of an a and a b parameter, each

voxel representative index was calculated by:

lADD ¼ a � b ð3Þ
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Fiber tracking analysis

We analyzed the DTI data set by deterministic streamline

tractography using the ExploreDTI diffusion MRI toolbox

(Leemans et al. 2009). For all tract reconstructions we used

the following algorithm settings, chosen on the basis of

previous reports (Basser et al. 2000; Van Hecke et al. 2008)

and our own experience: FA threshold below which

tracking stops = 0.1; fixed step size along the obtained

direction = 1 mm; angle threshold = 60�; minimal fiber

length = 50 mm.

To define the ROI we used an in-house tissue classifi-

cation model that achieves an optimal brain registration of

T1-weighted images based on Brodmann’s map as a tem-

plate for DTI in its native space for each subject. First,

using SPM8 software (UCL, London, UK), we performed

registration between MNI’s template to each subject’s T1-

weighted image to create a Brodmann map in each sub-

ject’s native space. We then used the classification model

to produce probability maps that predicted three probabil-

ities (white matter, gray matter and CSF) for each voxel.

Those maps were used as prior spatial probabilities in the

segmentation by SPM software for each subject’s T1

image. In the segmentation process, SPM computes the

transformation matrix between the source image (T1-

weighted) and the reference (tissue probability maps).

These transformations are finally applied on the subject’s

Brodmann map in its native space to achieve optimal

registration between the Brodmann T1-weighted images

and the DTI. After the registration process, seed ROIs were

extracted from selected Brodmann areas. For extraction of

the visual tracts we used the primary visual regions V1

(BA17) and for extraction of the tactile tracts we used the

BA1, BA2, BA3 and BA5 regions grouped together. Using

the extracted visual and tactile fibers we could identify the

corpus callosum areas that are relevant to ADD calculation

for the studied cognitive domains (visual and tactile). We

could also measure the mean length of each tract, by

averaging each tract’s streamlines, which together with the

IHTT was used to calculate the ACV.c

Measurement of axon conduction velocity

For each subject we obtained two CUD measures, where

the LVF/LTF CUD indicated the right to left direction and

the RVF/RTF CUD the left to right direction in each visual/

tactile task. The visual CUD is the average of the O1/O2,

PO3/PO4 and PO7/PO8 electrodes and the tactile CUD is

the average of the C1/C2 and C3/C4 electrodes.

Additionally, for each subject the mean tract length of

the visual/tactile fibers were calculated by averaging the

total streamlines lengths for each modality.

Finally, each subject IHTT was calculated by averaging

the CUDs of both sides. The ACV (in meters per second)

was calculated for each subject by dividing the mean length

of the visual/tactile fibers by the IHTT, as described in

Eq. 4:

ACV m
sð Þ ¼

mean fiber length mmð Þ
fiber IHTT msð Þ

ð4Þ

Statistical analysis

AxCaliber parameters were used to compare between the

ADD estimated expected value of each corpus callosum

sections. Repeated-measures ANOVA was used for com-

parisons between the five callosal sections which was

segmented according to Witelson’s parcellation (Witelson

1989).

In the physiological procedure, a repeated measure

ANOVA 2 9 2 (hemisphere 9 visual/tactile field) statis-

tical model was applied to both the visual and the tactile

data set.

Pearson’s correlation coefficient was used to estimate

the in vivo correlation between axon diameter and its

conduction velocity (Hursch 1939; Ritchie 1982).

Results

Measurement of axon diameter distribution

in the human corpus callosum

Human ADD measurements by AxCaliber of a represen-

tative subject are shown in Fig. 1a. Each voxel in the image

is colored according to the expected value of a c-distri-

bution function that represents the ADD as measured by

the AxCaliber framework analysis pipeline. The c-function

is computed by simultaneous fitting of the acquired DWI

data at various diffusion times (see ‘‘Methods’’). We chose

to design the experiment in the present study to demon-

strate only the corpus callosum, because this region plays a

key role in callosal information transfer and is therefore

directly related to IHTT.

As shown in Fig. 1a, the ADD varied along the corpus

callosum demonstrating a distribution that was narrow in the

genu, broad in the body parts, and moderate in the splenium.

These results resemble those obtained by the histological

analysis of the human corpus callosum (Aboitiz et al. 1992).

This pattern was repeated in the majority of the sample (see

Supplementary Fig. 1). Box-and-whisker plots of the ADD

estimated expected values along the different parts of the

corpus callosum for the 19 subjects are shown in Fig. 1b.

Such representation of the cohort data underscores the

between-subject variability of axon diameters along the
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different parts of the corpus callosum. For purposes of this

demonstration, the corpus callosum was segmented

according to Witelson’s parcellation (Witelson 1989). We

found significant differences in axon diameter between

corpus callosum parts [F(4,72) = 4.851, P\ 0.002], but

there were no sex differences. It appeared, moreover, that

the variability between subjects along the corpus callosum

was largest at the genu and smallest at the body parts.

Figure 1b also depicts the histological data extracted from

the work of Aboitiz (Aboitiz et al. 1992) (yellow stars) after

correction for tissue shrinkage using Aboitiz correction

factors (Aboitiz et al. 1992; Alexander et al. 2010).

Although the two methods (AxCaliber and electron

microscopy) were performed on different samples and by

different procedures, the magnitudes of measured ADD as

well as the trend of ADD changes between the different

corpus callosum regions that they yielded were similar.

Physiological results

The ERP results are shown in Fig. 2. The IHTT values

were calculated on the basis of the evoked responses over

the right and left hemispheres (LH/RH) to visual and tactile

stimuli presented at the right or the left visual/tactile fields.

Owing to decussation wiring of visual and tactile fibers,

evoked responses to contralateral stimuli are expected to

peak earlier than evoked responses to ipsilateral stimuli.

This paradigm therefore enables us to calculate crossed-

uncrossed differences (CUD) in both directions, yielding a

left-to-right CUD (CUDLR) and a right-to-left CUD

(CUDRL) for each individual, and thereby providing a

measure of IHTT for each modality.

We used ERP analysis to examine the amplitude and

latency of the first negative component of each stimulus

type (N160 for the visual stimuli and N140 for the tactile).

Figure 2a and 2b depict the interaction of hemi-

sphere 9 receptive field and demonstrates that for the N1

component the contralateral response (where stimulus and

hemisphere are on opposite sides) was shorter than the

ipsilateral one (where stimulus and hemisphere are on the

same side) for both visual (F = 18.08, P = 0.0005) and

tactile (F = 7.28, P = 0.01) stimuli. Interestingly, while

the visual IHTT was faster from left to right

(CUDLR = 4.53 ms/CUDRL = 5.07), the tactile IHTT was

faster in the opposite direction (CUDLR = 4.1 ms/

CUDRL = 3.7 ms). The overall IHTT was shorter for the

tactile than for the visual modality (3.9 and 4.8 ms,

respectively).

The ERP results of a representative subject are shown in

Fig. 2c. The contralateral ERP signal was generally shorter

than the ipsilateral one from which the IHTT was calcu-

lated. Individuals varied in the magnitude of their IHTT,

enabling us to examine whether individual differences in

IHTT might be associated with structural measures of

ACV.

Conduction velocity and axon diameter

The main goal of this study was to investigate the rela-

tionship between the ACV and ADD. We utilized fiber

tracking in an attempt to achieve two objectives: 1) to

identify the corpus callosum areas relevant to the studied

sensory domains (visual and tactile) and to extract the

ADD within these areas; and 2) to measure the length of

each tract, which together with the IHTT, was used to

calculate the ACV. Additional parameters, such the frac-

tional anisotropy (FA), were also extracted from the DTI

analysis (Leemans et al. 2009).

Fig. 1 Measurement of human axon diameter distribution by AxCa-

liber. a Differences in axon diameter along the corpus callosum of a

representative subject. Each corpus callosum pixel is represented by

its estimated expected axon diameter distribution (ADD) value (l; see

‘‘Methods’’). Five representative pixels, each from a different corpus

callosum part, were selected to demonstrate ADD variation across the

corpus callosum. b Box and whisker plots of the axon diameter

expected values in each callosal part for all participants demonstrate

significant differences between the five callosal sections. The figure

also shows good agreement between the axon diameter obtained from

human corpus callosum histology data (Aboitiz et al. 1992) (yellow

stars) and from AxCaliber analysis
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The results of the tractography procedure for a represen-

tative subject are shown in Fig. 3. Fiber tracking was con-

ducted from the V1, represented by Brodmann area (BA) 17,

and from BAs 1 - 3 and 5 (grouped together), as shown in

Fig. 3a and b for the visual and tactile domains, respectively.

Using the extracted visual and tactile fibers, we were able to

define the exact location of these fiber systems within the CC

and compute the ADD for each of them using AxCaliber

(Fig. 3c, d). By dividing the lengths of the visual and tactile

tracts by their corresponding IHTTs, we obtained the ACV

for each subject and each modality.

Correlations between the ACV and the ADD are shown

in Fig. 4. In the tactile tracts (N = 14) linear correlations

between the ACV and the ADD estimated expected value

(a � b; see ‘‘Methods’’) were significantly high (r = 0.81,

P = 2 9 10-4), as shown in Fig. 4a. Although the

expected value was the typical representative index of c-

distribution, we examined correlations with other common

parameters of c-distribution such as a (representing the

distribution shape) and b (representing the distribution

scale) as well as FA values (Whitford et al. 2011). When

examining the relationship between those parameters and

the ACV, we found significant linear correlations with a
values (r = 0.74, P\ 0.002), b values (r = 0.76,

P\ 0.001), and mean FA values (r = 0.52, P\ 0.03), as

shown in Fig. 4c–e, respectively (red dashed line).

In the visual tracts (N = 15) we found significant linear

correlations between the ACV and the ADD estimated

expected value (r = 0.70, P = 0.002), as shown in Fig. 4b.

While significant linear correlations were found between the

ACV and the a parameter (r = 0.77, P\ 4 9 10-4) and

between the ACV and theb parameter (r = 0.65,P\ 0.005),

correlation between the ACV and FA values (r = -0.38,

P = 0.08) was only marginally significant and in the opposite

direction, as shown in Fig. 4c–e (blue dashed line).

Leave-one-out analysis of these correlations showed that

the observed results were robust against outliers. From

these correlations we calculated the axon diameter to ACV

ratio which was found to be 8.75 m/s for each lm. This

result is in good agreement with estimated literature values

(Aboitiz et al. 1992).

We also examined whether the axon diameter or the

ACV of the visual and tactile modalities was correlated

across subjects. No significant correlations between these

measures were found (ADDvisual–tactile r = -0.14,

P = 0.30/ACVvisual-tactile r = 0.33, P = 0.12), indicating

that there is no relation between those cognitive domains

and suggesting that individual differences in fiber diameter

and velocity in one modality cannot predict these measures

in a different modality (see Supplementary Fig. 2).

We also found significant linear correlations between

the IHTT to ADD on both visual (r = -0.46, P\ 0.05)

Fig. 2 Physiological results: cohort latency of N1 event-related

potential (ERP-N1) of the tactile (a) and visual (b) stimuli. The

results show that when a tactile/visual stimulus appears in the left

visual/tactile field (LVF/LTF) the latency is shorter in the right

(uncrossed; mean LVF = 177.5 ms/std = 17.4 and mean

LTF = 139 ms/std = 25.8) than in the left (crossed; mean

RVF = 181.3 ms/std = 18.3 and mean RTF = 142.6 ms/std = 25)

hemisphere. When the stimulus appears in the right visual/tactile field

(RVF/RTF) the latency is shorter in the left (uncrossed; mean

RVF = 176.4 ms/std = 21.4 and mean RTF = 138.9 ms/std = 34.7)

than in the right (crossed; mean LVF = 179.9 ms/std = 21.7 and

mean LTF = 140.4 ms/std = 35.2) hemisphere. The difference

between ‘crossed’ and ‘uncrossed’ (CUD) is the latency difference

between the two hemispheres (blue dashed line). c ERPs of a

representative subject. The green and yellow evoked potentials

represent the comparison between a left hemisphere electrode C1

(green) and a right hemisphere electrode C2 (yellow). The blue and

red curves in (c) depict ERPs recorded over the left hemisphere

electrode PO7 (red) and right hemisphere electrode PO8 (blue). The

interhemispheric transfer time (IHTT) is the average of both left-to-

right and right-to-left CUDs based on N1-component latencies
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and tactile (r = -0.46, P\ 0.05) domains, indicating that

the IHTT was shorter along greater ADD (see Supple-

mentary Fig. 3). These correlations, however, were lower

than the correlation between the ADD and ACV, which

also takes into account the length of the fiber.

Discussion

This study demonstrates, for the first time, the in vivo

relation of axon diameter distribution (ADD) to axon

conduction velocity (ACV) in a cohort of human subjects.

Both in the individual subjects and in the group as a whole

the callosal parts (genu, body and splenium) were char-

acterized by variability in ADD, as previously demon-

strated by histology (Aboitiz et al. 1992). The sample

majority distributions were narrow in the genu, broader in

the body parts, and moderate in the splenium (see Sup-

plementary Fig. 1). Subjects’ corpus callosum differed

from one another not only in their morphology but also in

their microstructural properties, indicating inter-subject

variability in axon diameter. Subjects also varied in the

electrophysiological measures of callosal activity (IHTT).

Interestingly, these variations in structural and

physiological in vivo measures were found to be corre-

lated. The main finding of this study was the positive

linear correlation, in two different fiber tracts of the

human brain, between axon diameter and conduction

velocity, suggesting that the larger the axons the faster

they conduct. This result is in line with findings of ex vivo

studies (Goldman and Albus 1968; Arbuthnott et al.

1980). Importantly, the ratio of axon diameter to con-

duction velocity obtained in this in vivo study was similar

to estimated values reported in the literature (Patton 1982;

Aboitiz et al. 1992). Moreover, both modalities showed

significant linear correlations between the ACV and both

a and b parameters. Whereas the former reflects the

relationship between conduction velocity and the axon

distribution shape (i.e. the tendency of the axonal popu-

lation toward small, medium or large diameter), the latter

reflects the relationship between conduction velocity and

axon distribution scale (i.e. the extent of axonal popula-

tion spread).

Interestingly, individual differences in fiber diameter

and velocity between the visual and the tactile modalities

were not correlated, suggesting that there is no relationship

between ADDs or between ACVs across the two modalities

(see Supplementary Fig. 2).

Fig. 3 Fiber tracking and axon

diameter distribution (ADD)

based on Brodmann map.

a Brodmann’s areas (BA) used

as seed regions of interest

(ROIs) for tractography. The

blue areas represent the V1

(BA17) for the visual domain

and the red areas represent BA

1–3 and 5 for the tactile domain.

b Fiber tracks in a

representative subject from the

seed ROIs shown in (a). The

exact crossing location of visual

and tactile fiber systems through

the corpus callosum is shown in

(c). ADD measurements by

AxCaliber were averaged over

each crossing area to produce

the averaged ADD for the visual

(blue) and tactile (red) domains

(d)
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Robustness against different T2’s

In our analysis, we chose to fit for each delta also the M0.

Although M0 should be similar to all deltas, in our

experimental design it is weighted by T2. Yet, as the T2 of

the tissue will be composed of several components and the

relation of those to the diffusion component is yet to be

defined, we chose not to model T2 and just estimate M0

directly for each delta.

A new physiology-related microstructural property

This study points to the ADD as a newly identified

microstructural property that is directly related to ACV, a

fundamental aspect of human brain physiology. Although

previous studies have suggested certain correlations

between other physiological parameters [such the IHTT

(Whitford et al. 2011)] and different diffusion properties

[such as FA (Whitford et al. 2011) and mean diffusivity

(Westerhausen et al. 2006)], the former property does not

adequately represent the physiology while the relationship

of the latter to the white matter microstructure is uncharted.

In the tactile modality our findings matched previous

findings (Whitford et al. 2011) and demonstrated a signif-

icant linear correlation between IHTT and FA (r = -0.48),

while in the visual modality the correlation was in the

opposite direction and was not statistically significant (see

Supplementary Fig. 3). Interpretations of those correlations

are unclear because it is not yet known exactly what the FA

measurement reflects in the biological context, and some-

times even suggests contradictory interpretations. Aniso-

tropic water diffusion in white matter may be affected by

numerous factors (such as myelin, cell membrane, axon

diameter, density, and others) and its FA value might

change accordingly (Beaulieu 2002; Song et al. 2005;

Assaf and Pasternak 2008; Barazany et al. 2009). Several

attempts were made to correlate FA (as a putative white

matter marker) and cognitive function (e.g. reaction time)

(Lebel et al. 2010; Frye et al. 2010; Tavor et al. 2013;

Klingberg et al. 2000; Madden et al. 2004; Thiebaut de

Schotten et al. 2012). Those papers found contradictory

results: in some papers negative correlation with behavioral

parameters was observed while in other a positive one

suggesting that higher or lower FA are not a good

Fig. 4 Structure/function correlations. a Correlation between the

estimated ADD expected value (lADD) and the axon conduction

velocity (ACV) of a human brain in vivo. This positive linear

correlation was found to be significant for both the tactile tract (red

dots) and the visual tract (blue dots). Whereas in both modalities

significant correlations were consistently found between a and b
values to ACV (c and d, respectively), the correlations are marginally

consistent for FA (e) and the sign of the relation is inconsistent

between sensory modalities: a significant linear correlation was

observed in the tactile modality (red dashed line) and an insignificant

correlation in the visual modality (blue dashed line). Standard error

bars are shown for both ADD (horizontal error bars) and ACV

(vertical error bars) for both modalities (a, b). The error bars are not

indicated in c, d and e to reduce figure complexity
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indication to the integrity of white matter, at least with

respect to healthy cognitive function. It could be that by

using more direct measures of white matter (as suggested

here: the ADD) will lead to better understanding on the

relation between cognitive measures and white matter

micro-structure.

Moreover, although we did find a correlation between

the IHTT and the ADD within both modalities (see Sup-

plementary Fig. 3), the IHTT, as opposed to the ACV,

lacks the callosal distance information. Since the IHTT

depends on the callosal distance the latter must be taken

into account, otherwise a shorter IHTT characterization of

one modality might owed to a short callosal distance rather

than axon diameter. When both IHTT and fiber length are

taken into account in the calculation of ACV the correla-

tions are improved, indicated by agreement between liter-

ature values and the observed ratio between ACV and

ADD (Aboitiz et al. 1992). Despite these assuring corre-

lations the reader should note that the EEG signal is a

combination of multiple sources such as non-direct path,

intra-cortical processing or other effects, however, most of

the EEG signal represents the IHTT, allegedly (Saron and

Davidson 1989; Brown and Jeeves 1993).

Asymmetric IHTT phenomenon

The asymmetric IHTT phenomenon has yielded conflicting

findings in a number of ERP-based studies. In some studies

faster transfer from the left to the right hemisphere

(CUDLR) was reported (Nowicka et al. 1996; Whitford

et al. 2011) (resembling our findings in the visual modal-

ity), whereas in others, using similar stimuli, transfer from

the right to the left hemisphere (CUDRL) was found to be

faster (Saron and Davidson 1989; Brown et al. 1994; Moes

et al. 2007) (resembling our findings in the tactile domain).

Despite intensive research efforts to resolve this contro-

versial issue, the reasons for this asymmetric phenomenon,

both on the macro- and the microstructural level, remain

unclear (Marzi et al. 1991; Braun 1992; Nowicka et al.

1996). Our findings do not provide answers for this issue,

but they do emphasize that just as modalities differ with

regard to their IHTT, ACV and ADD, they also can differ

with respect to their IHTT asymmetry.

Implications of ADD and ACV measurements

in the human brain

The ability to examine ADD in vivo by AxCaliber could

open up a new range of possibilities by enabling us to

engage in quantitative in vivo studies of brain connectivity

and brain networks on the micron scale. As an example,

neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s disease

and multiple sclerosis are known to involve structural

aberrations and selective degeneration of specific axons

(Terry et al. 1964; Ferguson et al. 1997; Trapp et al. 1998;

Coleman 2005; Shu et al. 2007). Monitoring of ADD

changes in such diseases might unravel hitherto uncharted

underlying mechanisms. Finally, demonstration of the

in vivo relationship between the microstructure (axon

diameter) and function (conduction velocity), as well as the

ability to measure these parameters noninvasively in vivo,

may open a new window in the research on changes in

brain function and plasticity with development, maturation

and aging.

Limitations of ADD measurement in the human brain

Although AxCaliber enables users to achieve noninvasive

in vivo estimation of ADD using a short MRI acquisition

protocol (\10 min), this model has certain limitations.

Estimation of axon size, when done by AxCaliber, may be

influenced by various factors such as imaging artifacts

(eddy-current and other distortions) and model restrictions

(for example, it does not consider exchange effects or

gradient pulse duration). To minimize eddy currents we

acquired the data using double-refocused spin echo EPI.

We also reduced motion artifacts by using UNDISTORT

(Ben-Amitay et al. 2012), a motion-correction approach, in

the post-processing stage.

Following its validation both ex vivo and in vivo in

animal studies (Assaf et al. 2008; Barazany et al. 2009),

one of our concerns regarding our AxCaliber protocol was

the difference in gradient strength between the scanners

used for animal studies and for humans. Whereas in the

animal study, AxCaliber was used with the 7T scanner, in

which the gradient strength is high (400 mT/m), the 3T

clinical scanner for use in humans has a lower gradient

strength (40 mT/m) and is therefore presumably less sen-

sitive to smaller axons (\1–2 lm). A recent high field

study, in which ADD was examined with a gradient system

of 300 mT/m (McNab et al. 2013) in four human subjects,

showed marked similarity to our results. Although those

authors adopted an ex vivo analysis approaches (Assaf

et al. 2008) (lacking the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) com-

ponent in the model) on four subjects, it is important to

point out that the human AxCaliber protocol is feasible on

a standard 3T human scanner. The similarity of ADD found

in systems of both low and high gradient strength

strengthens the validity of our findings. The main reason

for this similarity is the use of c-distribution to describe the

axon diameter population. The c-distribution shape is

suitable for describing complex biology systems (Odde

et al. 1995) and particularly axon diameter populations

(Assaf et al. 2008; Barazany et al. 2009); thus, even with

the lower sensitivity to smaller axons it is possible to

compensate for those shortcoming and reconstruct the
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diversity in axon characterization owing to the shape of this

function.

ADD measures with diffusion MRI is a new technique.

Obviously, both the acquisition as well as the analysis

routine needs optimization. Indeed the robustness of ADD

measures, especially for small diameter axons is limited.

Coping with these difficulties should be performed in two

approaches: the first relates to the acquisition which may

take advantage of more advanced diffusion imaging pro-

tocols (e.g. double pulsed gradient spin echo); the second

relates to the analysis pipeline that instead of using opti-

mization methods to estimate the ADD, can use statistical

learning approach that can also indicate the significance of

each extracted axon diameter value (Lifshits et al. 2013).

Yet, both approaches still need to be developed.

Despite these limitations, the present results suggest that

ADD, as estimated by AxCaliber, has significant physio-

logical meaning and can be used as an imaging marker of

conduction velocity. Although we found a correlation

between ADD measures obtained by AxCaliber and by

histology, there are notable differences between the values

obtained by the two methods (as also reported in other

studies (Barazany et al. 2009)). These differences in ADD

values may be related to histological artifacts (shrinking)

on one hand and imaging limitations (long gradient pulses)

on the other. However, as there is no ground truth to in vivo

ADD measurement, these differences cannot be easily

explained.

Conclusion

In the human brain, there is a valid in vivo correlation

between microstructure morphology (axon diameter) and

physiology (axon conduction velocity). We demonstrated

that diffusion-based MRI is sensitive to the fine micro-

structural elements of brain wiring and can be used to

quantify axon diameter in vivo, which up to now has been

assessed invasively by electron microscopy. Moreover, the

present study describes a novel microstructural property

(ADD) that is related directly to a physiological property

(ACV). The ability to make a quantitative assessment of a

fundamental physiological property in the human brain

from in vivo measurements of ADD may shed new light on

neurological processes occurring in neuroplasticity as well

as in neurological disorders and neurodegenerative

diseases.
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